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Mason‘s courtyard.  

David came here just after giving out genetic drugs to the major forces in Somerland.  

He put three bags of genetic drugs on the table and said to Mason, “Old Master Stefani, 
these are three thousand genetic drugs, you can give them to the elites of Somerland. 
Somerland won‘t be where it is today without them shedding their blood.”  

“David, thank you!”  

Mason did not reject them.  

Countless elites who had given everything for Somerland would have the hope of 
continuing to improve if they had these drugs.  

“You‘re welcome! This is what I should do, and they deserve it. Old Master Stefani, you 
should take one too. Although genetic drugs are most effective for people aged between 
ten and thirty, they might not necessarily be ineffective for older people. If you can 
stimulate some of your potential again, you might be able to go further. That way, you 
can continue increasing your strength and lifespan. Your life is more important than 
others. I will leave Earth soon, and this planet needs your protection.”  

“You‘re leaving Earth?” Mason asked in shock.  

“Yes! We can‘t stick to Earth forever. We might be able to handle the people who come 
this time, but what about the next time? What about the time after that? We can‘t 
guarantee that the  

people who come will be so weak every time. The outside world is too big, and there are 
too many strong people. If we don‘t go out, we will not improve. Sooner or later, Earth 
will encounter danger that it cannot resist,” David replied.  

“I understand. David, don‘t worry. If someone wants to destroy Earth, they have do it 
over my dead body, but no matter where you go, I want you to remember that you are 
from Earth,” Mason earnestly said.  

“Old Master Stefani, don‘t worry. Earth is my root, my relatives and friends are all here, 
so no matter how far I go, I will come back.”  

“That‘s good! When are you going to leave?”  



“I‘ll wait a little longer. I’ll leave after I‘ve arranged everything on Earth. At that time, 
please pay more attention to the matters on Earth. I‘ll contact you all when I arrive at the 
heart of the Milky Way. Everything is more convenient now that our Internet is 
connected. If there‘s anything, you can just talk to me directly.”  

“Very well. Have a drink with me today! I don‘t know if there will be a chance to do this 
again in the future.”  

“Sure!”  

After leaving Mason‘s place, David returned home.  

Celia and Selena were also at home.  

During this period, David seemed to have slowly accepted Selena.  

He was treating her much better than he did before.  

David gave Celia three genetic drugs. He asked her to take one and give the rest to her 
parents.  

Tests had been done on the genetic drugs, and there were indeed no side effects.  

If the person had potential, then it would be stimulated.  

Even if they did not have potential, they would not cause any discomfort to the human 
body.  

That was why David dared to distribute them.  

After he thought about it, he gave another 50 to Selena. He asked her to take one and 
bring the rest home.  

100 genetic drugs might not be enough for a big family like the King family.  

Hence, he gave more to Selena.  

After all, Selena from the other timeline sacrificed herself so that the current David could 
get the system.  

Next, David distributed the drugs to everyone close to him.  

Everyone he knew and had a close relationship with all got the drugs.  

Moreover, David would give each of them 10 vials.  



He also gave 200 to Red Flame Mercenaries in Dark Cape.  

Those people were the ones who followed him the longest, so naturally, he would not 
forget about them.  

As for the foreign forces, David also distributed some of the  

drugs to them.  

After all, they were all earthlings.  

All grudges were gone like smoke after Pavan arrived on Earth.  

Now, everyone on Earth was one unit.  

They would prosper and fall together.  

David was not stingy.  

From now on, he needed everyone on Earth to work hard together  

After he was done with all this, David started getting busy.  

After Celia took the drugs, she showed some potential. Albeit weak, she might be a 
pretty talented martial artist if she trained every day. David did not need Celia to be very 
strong.  
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He just wanted her to break through to Satellite Rank and stay by his side at all times.  

Selena was still the same as herself in the other timeline. She was highly talented. After 
taking the genetic drug, her strength skyrocketed.  

Since Selena was mentoring Celia, David set his focus on Pearl.  

David did not want this woman to leave him either.  

Fortunately, Pearl‘s potential was not bad, so at least there was hope if she put in the 
effort.  



What surprised David most was that Sandy‘s potential was very high, and even 
Amelia‘s potential was impressive.  

As for Aunt Sally and Aunt Diana‘s families, it seemed that all the potential was 
concentrated in David, resulting in almost no potential for these two families.  

He initially thought that since his talent in the other timeline was terrifyingly strong, then 
Aunt Sally and Aunt Diana should also have extreme talent since they were related to 
him by blood.  

Who would have expected the two of them not to have any potential?  

There was nothing David could do about this.  

At least for now, he had no choice.  

He could only wait until he entered the center of the Milky Way to see if there was any 
way to prolong their lifespan.  

In the blink of an eye, three months had passed.  

The people around David made great strides in strength.  

Meanwhile, Selena‘s progress was the greatest.  

Now, she had reached the state of partial Super–God.  

Her speed was simply staggering.  

Aside from David, Selena definitely had the fastest cultivation speed.  

Mason also managed to break through to Super–God Rank.  

If he took one step further, he could reach Satellite Rank.  

His life expectancy had also increased to thousands of years.  

Since Mason was just more than 100 years old, he still had plenty of time to live.  

Celia also managed to enter Dragon Rank, so her body had greatly improved.  

David finally released his sexual frustrations on her.  

They were both drenched in sweat, but they were happy.  

This was the first time David felt elated and giddy like his soul had left his body.  



However, David was not focused on this because it had been three months since the 
invasion, but the people of the Tuffin  

family that Pavan mentioned had not yet appeared.  

Even half a month later, they did not arrive.  

To be honest, Pavan neglected something when he estimated the time.  

Planting a slave mark was a huge issue, so the Tuffin family would choose the next 
head before deciding who would plant it.  

They would not randomly select just anyone.  

Pavan only considered the distance needed to come here but did not calculate the time 
for the family to elect another head.  

That was why there was a delay.  

David did not dare to leave since the Tuffin family was not here yet. Hence, he could 
only wait.  
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In the void about 3,000 light–years away from Earth.  

A Milky Way 
Battleship with the word ‘Tuffin‘engraved on it was speeding towards Earth.  

This was the Milky Way Battleship of the Tuffin family, one of the eight prominent 
families of the Milky Way Empire.  

The 
Milky Way Battleship was a more advanced military strategic weapon than the Octagon.
  

Its size, speed, defense, and attack were a few levels greater than the Octagon.  

The most important thing was that the Milky Way Battleship was not something money c
ould buy.  



One needed 
a lot of money and also a lot of contribution points to buy the Milky Way Battleship.  

Contribution points were obtained by making corresponding contributions to the Milky W
ay Empire.  

As one of the eight prominent families of the Milky 
Way Empire, the Tuffin family only had three Milky Way Battleships.  

Due to this, one could see how rare a Milky Way Battleship was.  

At this time, an effeminate man was sitting in a room on the Tuffin Family‘s. Milky Way 
Battleship with his eyes closed.  

He was Nine Tuffin , the ninth son who 
won the position of head of the younger generation of the Tuffin family this time.  

He was also the most talented 
direct descendant among the younger generation of the Tuffin family.  

No one expected him to win the position of head of the younger generation of the 
Tuffin family this time.  

Even though the talent that 
Nine had shown in the past was not bad, it was as stunning as it was not.  

This time, he suddenly soared and emerged as a new force to be reckoned with  

He had disrupted a lot of people‘s plans.  

Knock knock knock!  

Someone knocked on the door.  

“What?”  

Nine only said one word.  

“Master Nine, it‘s time 
to eat. Lord Adan asked you to head over now,” the person outside the door said.  

“I got it.”  

“Alright, I‘ll leave now, Master Nine. Lord Adan is waiting for you in the dining room.” Th
e person outside left after saying that.  



Nine opened his eyes at this moment, and a cold light shone from his eyes.  

If other people saw it, they would shiver from fright.  

Then, he got up, walked out of the room, and went to the living room.  

An old man and a beautiful young woman were waiting for him at the dining table.  

“Lord Adan, Ione,” Nine sat down after greeting the two.  

“Nine, you‘re here.”  

“Nine.”  

Adan and lone greeted at the same time.  

The three ate together.  

There was only one dish on the table.  

There were hundreds of kilograms of meat Inside a huge pot, and the meat was sparklin
g.  

It was a never before seen dish.  

Adan took some meat that weighed about five kilograms before putting in 
into Nine‘s bowl.  

He said, “Nine, try this. This is an injured Star Python that I ran into back then. After I kill
ed it, there was not much meat left on it. You have to eat more because it‘s great for yo
ur body. The Star Python is a beast of the galaxy. Even if it‘s severely injured and is on t
he brink of death, I still had to spend a lot of energy to kill it. Every part of it is precious.”  

lone also took some for Nine.  

“Nine, you‘ve never tried it before, right? Have more. It‘s delicious. You‘ll feel your body 
turning warm after you eat it, and it feels amazing. Grandpa said it‘ll help your combat a
bility greatly.”  

“Thanks,” Nine said.  

He was a man of few words. After he said that, he focused on his food.  

Even though the Stay Python smelled a little fishy, it was very tender, and the meat 
would melt in Nine‘s mouth.  



It would be best to 
c**k this gigantic ingredient with the most primitive cooking technique.  

One should just put some spices and then stew it slowly until it was cooked.  

A complicated cooking technique would drop the Star Python meat‘s value.  

Nine ate a lot.  

He would never miss out on any chance to increase his combat ability.  

Adon and lone were pleased watching Nine wolfing down his food.  

After the meal…  
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Nine ate at least two–thirds of the hundreds of kilograms of Star Python meat.  

Although Nine was also the direct descendant of the fuffin family, he was not in the 
same family as Pavan, Ione, and others,  

He was in another family.  

However, Nine‘s family encountered some accidents and had long since declined, so he 
was the only one left now,  

Initially, everyone in the Tuffin family thought that this family would die out, but 
unexpectedly, a talent like Nine had appeared,  

Therefore , although Nine also belonged to the Tuffin family‘s direct descendants, his 
status was much lower than the others  

He had never eaten such high–quality food,  

The reason why Nine was able to win the position of head of the younger generation of 
the Tuffin family was because Nine was too talented and was miles ahead of the rest of 
the Tuffin family.  

Secondly, it was because there was still an elder in the family.  



Although this elder had stopped asking about the family long ago, he used to set the 
rules,  

Any capable direct descendants could be the head of the Tuffin family.  

Anyone who dared to violate this rule would be expelled from  

the family.  

Since the elder was not dead, who would dare to violate this rule?  

Even if Orson was the head, the elder held the highest prestige in the family.  

Hence, he could take away Orson‘s position with just one word.  

Due to this, Nine outshone and defeated everyone with his talent at the Tuffin family‘s 
meeting to select the next head, winning the position of head of the younger generation 
of the Tuffin family.  

Adan deliberately brought lone along.  

His purpose was to get her and Nine to form a good relationship and then end up 
together.  

To Adan, Nine‘s rise was unstoppable.  

He was already terrifyingly talented, so his future achievements would be boundless 
with the addition of the slave mark.  

lone had fallen for Nine when she saw him trouncing the other opponents like the God 
of War at the family meeting and subsequently becoming the head of the younger 
generation.  

Hence, lone did not reject the marriage arranged by her Grandpa Adan.  

Instead, she secretly felt glad.  

“Lord Adan, we‘ve been out here for more than two months since the end of the family 
meeting. Can you tell me where  

we‘re doing?” Nine asked.  

He had a lot of questions.  

The meeting came too suddenly.  



He had been hiding for so many years just for this moment.  

However, he did not think that Adan would bring him away from the family and travel 
somewhere far after he won.  

Until now, Nine had no idea where he was going and what he would do.  

The matter on Earth was critical, so no one else knew about it except the family‘s core.  

Once someone else knew that the Tuffin family found an indigenous living planet, there 
would surely be a lot of accidents.  

Naturally, the family did not want to risk this.  

“Yeah, Grandpa, what are we doing? We‘ve been out here for two months, and it‘s been 
so boring,” lone also asked.  

She was also curious about where her grandfather was taking her.  

“We‘re going to a place called Earth,” Adam replied.  

“Earth? Where‘s that? Why are we going there?” lone continued asking.  

“lone, before that, I have to tell you something.”  

“What is it?” lone asked curiously,  

“Your brother Pavan is dead.”  

“What? P-P–Pavan is… dead?” lone widened her eyes and asked in disbelief.  
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